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… A continuing treatise from Rudy Jones

The Crystal River Part 17
Each Crystal River entry has started with a Pele Gram that identified the
King’s Pool at the Water Gate, on the southern wall of Jerusalem, as a
place of blessing. The scripture in Nehemiah 2, announced to us that there
is no place in the three dimensional flesh consciousness to receive a
Spiritual message. If we are to understand the Life Message, we must
‘leave’ or be willing to give up the false flesh idea and be awakened to the
awareness of the Potential of the spiritual brain in our heart.
Pele, the Angel who taught me the Hebrew alphabet in one dream,
reminded me that the destination of every river is the Sea. Wow! I thought;
“Am I being told that it is time for the Crystal River to become part of the
Sea of Humanity?” I heard the Angel say; “Si.” I knew just enough Spanish
to know that the word “Si”means “Yes.” The River’s destination is the Sea;
to “See” the plight of the Sea of Humanity.
Then I remembered that in the Unveiling (the Apokalupto), the taking away
the Veil of flesh from Christ, The Revealing of Jesus Christ in chapter 4;
when John was instructed to “come up higher,” he saw Christ in His Arnion
Lamb Body standing on a Sea of Glass, as clear as Crystal.” Do you SEE?
Christ gave up His individual visible Presence in this World to be made
visible through and as His corporate Body. He is still here. Now as One
with His corporate Elohyim Company, we are returning to our beginning.
This particular Treatise will also be a Transition from the writings of Rudy
Jones onto the Pen Name ‘John R. Calvin’ (which is my name reversed).
The endeavor is to explore what it means to get a new name. Want to try it?

“From Transition to Destination: The Holy Sea/See”
The destination of every river is to become part of an ocean or sea. Each of our lives is like
a river. A natural river follows the path of least resistance. THE BEGINNING of our journey
was like A RIVER, the CRYSTAL RIVER, and now we are entering a CRYSTAL SEA
experience. The SEA is the PLACE WHERE WE SEE life from a new perspective; we will
see the PURPOSE of our accumulated PREPARATIONAL EXPERIENCES. Please join
me as we invite the Spirit of Life to pour us into the Sea.
This River has flowed through many cities and towns; farms and hamlets; over mountains
and through valleys; stopped off at several libraries and schools of thought; even visited a
few universities and churches; studied some doctrine and catechisms; even took some
science, astronomy and math classes. As I have revisited our journey, I became aware that
the way we start plays an important role in HOW we mature into our Potential. So please
give me the opportunity to repeat a few important keys. Understanding Passover sets in
motion the transition from our human flesh nature into our Father God’s Spirit Life.
Passover is all about getting a new life.
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At Passover, Yehvah God explained to the DESCENDANTS of Jacob/Israel what happened
to their Ancestor Jacob when he became Israel. He taught them how Jacob received a totally
new Name, or Nature, and Character. The Passover is the Parable illustrated in a Pageant
format, to show the Spiritual Plan of Yehvah God and to teach them as well as all
‘believers’ the necessary steps leading to the transformation of a new Spiritual “I AM” You.
The Passover Parable shows how the feminine/spiritual parts of each and every person,
through an intimate relationship with God’s Word by believing, can reproduce (give ‘birth’)
to the Christ Messiah expression of You. You are changed in the atom structure of your
body and introduced to the unified field of the heart that Science is calling Quantum. In the
human natural reproduction of a new human life, the male and female entities come
together to make a new baby person. God’s Plan in Spiritual Reproduction follows the same
pattern: conception occurs when the union of the woman’s egg and the male sperm unite. In
the Spiritual Union, the female Nephesh SOUL aspect within each of us is designed and
equipped to receive God’s WORD as sperma, and conceives a brand new image of our
Father God, as Ourself. The Plan is all portrayed in PASSOVER, for those who have eyes
to see. That is where AND HOW we find our fulfilling Purpose.
You are breathing His Breath. You are breathing aren’t you? Every time you take a breath,
acknowledge Him as your life. Now I’d like to show you how God designed Passover to
introduce us to Spirit Life.
NO ONE is a candidate for the Passover experience
UNTIL they are DISCONTENTED with the way they are.
“All of a sudden MY HEART SINGS, when I REMEMBER SPECIAL THINGS!”
About 1,000 years after The Exodus of Israel from Egypt, the Prophet Ezekiel brought new
insight to the Passover ‘spiritual’ message, when he heard the LORD God say to His wife
Israel, “LIVE.” You can LIVE a different kind of life. You already have God’s Life!
About 1,000 years after Ezekiel, Jesus proclaimed; “I am come that you might have a new
kind of Life.” This Life may seem new to you, because you have believed a lie; you have not
been aware that you already have this Life. The lie is that you are separated from and less
than the Spirit of the Living God. We are designed to IMAGE our Creator, Who is Spirit.
His Life is the “Light, which lighteth every one who comes into the world” (John 1: 9).
The word “Ezekiel” is Yechezqel in Hebrew, and means ‘God will strengthen.’ His Passover
insight will give new strength to our belief. The LORD said; “Now when I passed by you
[passed over you], and looked upon you, behold, thy time [was] the time of love; and I
spread my skirt over you, and covered your nakedness: yea, I sware unto you, and
entered into a covenant with you, saith the LORD God, and you became mine. Then
washed I you with water; yea, I thoroughly washed away thy blood from you, and I
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anointed you with oil. And when I saw you polluted in your blood, I said unto you
[when you were] in your blood, Live.” (Ezekiel l6: 6, 8, 9). Ezekiel’s words emphasize a
review of Israel’s Passover experience. Over the years the Angel has taught me to take these
instructions personally, and I have seen the healing evidence dozens of times when this
truth is made personal by believing. Allow me to paraphrase the Ezekiel message.
Before I begin to paraphrase, we need to understand that the word “Now” introduces us to
a place where time is replaced by the Present (His Presence). “NOW” identifies where
God is. God within us is always outside of time. As His Covenant Wife, we are anointed
to BE One with Him. To be “One” initiates the idea of conceiving or reproduction. The
word Passover in the original Hebrew means to cover or overshadow.
Ezekiel shows us that the 14th day of Passover was not a time of death, but was actually a
time of love, which means it was a time for ovulation and conception of a new quality of
Life, which is spiritual. Exodus 12:13; “And the blood shall be to you for a token [sign]
upon the houses where ye [are]: and when I see the blood, I will pass over you, and the
plague shall not be upon you to destroy [you], when I smite the land of Egypt.” The
Church has taught that the blood was applied to the door as protection from the death angel.
But Ezekiel is presenting (as a new insight) that actually the 14th day is the day of ovulation
and conception of new Life, and the blood was actually a token (sign) to show God that
they were open to receive His Seed of new Life. Ezekiel said that the 14th day, or Passover,
was the time of love, not the time of getting rid of an unfertilized egg. Israel did not get the
message because they did not know that God is a Spirit, and the only way to receive Spirit
Life is by faith in the Promise. Instead of the blood providing protection from death, God is
introducing a quality of Spirit Life that nullifies death. My interpretation of Exodus 12:13 is
the following: “Now, when I PASSED OVER you and looked upon you and saw the blood
upon your human carnal conception door, I saw your ‘sign’ of obedience (blood on the
door), which showed Me your willingness to give up the carnal, mortal Adam seed in order
to receive My Promised Seed; I observed that it was your time of love (ovulation).”
I believe Ezekiel wrote what he did to explain the misconception concerning Exodus 12.
Ezekiel’s interpretation is: “I put My Robe ‘of Righteousness’ over you, and by My
Word I was intimate with you, as I covered your nakedness, and joined Myself with
you in covenant to reveal to you how to become a new spiritual You (impregnated in
the ‘loins’ of your mind). And you remembered You were Mine! We again became
ONE. From my view; You became My new creation son, birthed out of yourself. I see
the end as the beginning. I washed you with the crystal clear water of baptism. Yes, I
did it; and I thoroughly washed away your blood of iniquitous mortality, and I
anointed You with the Messiah Son Anointing Oil of My Spirit. I put My Robe on You
and gave You my signet ring and new sandals for Your feet. You are the visible
expression of My unseen Presence.” Wow, what a trusting assignment. Are you SEEing it?
(Personalized paraphrase by John R. Calvin)
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I am focused on Passover; because I believe it is in the message of Passover that Father
gives us the ‘vision’ and the formula to show us how He, in ONEness with US, plans
for US, living ‘as’ Him, will fulfill His Promise. That is why I am trying to do what THE
SPIRIT TOLD HABAKKUK; “Write the vision, and make [it] plain, upon the tablets,
that he may run that reads it” (Habakkuk 2:2).
The Crystal River started to flow in my life at a New Beginning’s Feast of Passover
gathering in Sweetwater, Tennessee, on April 4th in the year 2004, (4/4/4). It was there that
the Angel showed me in a dream, that when the Soldier pierced the side of Jesus on the
Cross, after Jesus had released his Christ Spirit, His body remained on the cross as the male
and female symbols of mortal Adam. He fulfilled in detail the Parable of Passover that
prophesied the death of mortal Adam, the abolishing of his carnal history and his genetic
record, AND the resurrection birthing of a new creation people, born of the Spirit of God.
Passover is the Revelation of ‘how’ people born of woman can transition into a Spirit born son
with Resurrection Potential by ‘crossing over to the other side’; the right side. The word
Hebrew means “one who has crossed over.’ I believe this signifies for us to cross from the left
side of the brain to the right side, “to the other side.” Through the education of the left side
of the brain, man has created the Satan Ego. Someone must be like Roger Bannister and
‘break’ the (4 minute mile) barrier. Others will follow. It could be one of us, or it could be many
of us! It will eventually be all of us. The hidden man of the heart must replace the old man.
John testified that he saw ‘blood and water’ flow out of the side of Jesus. Medically we
know today that after death mortal blood coagulates within minutes. Note that His blood
was not mortal, even though “He who knew no sin (separation from God); had become
sin.” His blood was still untainted. It would require over an hour of time for Joseph of
Arimathea to go into Jerusalem, to request of Pilate the body of Jesus, and for the soldier to
have been instructed by the Governor to “pierce the side of” The Lamb of God, to make
sure that He was dead. This ‘sign’ was important because John and the other disciples were
very familiar with the prophesies and the Passover Pageants. It had been prophesied that
“the lamb should die from piercing,” and “to be careful that a bone in it’s body should
not broken” (Exodus 12 and 1 Cor. 5:7). For emphasis, it happened that two others were
crucified. The Guard broke the legs of the others; but he pierced the side of Jesus, that the
Scriptures might be fulfilled. Both methods (breaking the legs and or the piercing) were to
assure the death of the victim. (Note: The bone is where the marrow is and the marrow is
where red blood cells are made.)
A key event happened the year prior to the death of Christ, which gives us valuable insight
to understanding Passover. In the year prior to the Crucifixion, at the closing ceremony of
Tabernacles, the High Priest ascended to the top of the 15 foot high Altar of Sacrifice. He
raised a golden vessel of water brought from the Pool of Siloam to commence the most
solemn part of the ceremony. At this high point of the Festival Pageant, Christ broke the
silence saying in a loud voice; “If any man thirst, let him come unto me, and drink of
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the water of life freely. This spake He of the Holy Spirit, not yet given to man’s
consciousness” (JRC paraphrase). The Priest proceeded to pour the water onto the blood of
the sacrifice, which previously had been applied to the horns of the Altar. The key I wanted
you to see was that blood and water ran down “together,” as witnessed by Israelites for at
least 1,500 years. But, it had just become a religious ritual.
I am trying to show you that in the offering of Christ on the cross, He brought together all
three Feasts: Passover, Pentecost and Tabernacles. In the three days of His death, burial and
Resurrection, He fulfilled all three of the Feasts’ Holy Days. Our True Identity is hidden
by our flesh consciousness, but we experience Passover when we embrace our own
Spiritual lamb identity as The Revelation of Who we truly are. When we were born of
natural human parents and of a woman, we were like lambs, “poor little lambs.” We were
subject to and dependent upon parental shepherding. We downloaded their behavior
patterns, cultural behavior, attitudes and their instructions into our sub-conscious minds,
which became our blue print of how to get by in this competitive world. The subconscious
became the dominant force.
We were not naturally born free. We were trained and educated to be ‘I’ conscious and to
be carnally independent. In our carnal mind, we were driven by the rulership of the left
brain Ego and the subconscious. We had not yet heard the Gospel of the Passover Message,
to realize that our lamb was born spiritually above, in a higher realm. It was Father’s Plan
for us to learn by experience the vanity of the flesh. Make sure you understand the Spiritual
Message of Passover and mix it with faith; that is to believe you already are Spirit. That is a
heavy order. It means that we can by faith elect God Life before our carnal senses have
evidence. The subconscious must be erased and re-written. The lamb was slain before the
foundation of the world. Our lamb was subjected to the flesh. This revealed truth is the eraser.
The Feast of Tabernacles becomes personal when we are shown that we are the unique
dwelling place of the invisible God, and are aware that we are His Mansion; or His Temple.
He made us Wonderfully and Fearfully… an awesome Nation of natural ions making up a
nation of 50 trillion individual programmable computer chips (cells) in one body. Do you
remember that He told Abraham and his covenant helpmeet Sarah that He would make
them rulers of nations? Yes, He did. Abraham was looking for his capitol City outside of
himself. Jesus addressed that condition when He told his Disciples; “You are the city set on
a Hill with a Government” (JRC paraphrase). You and I are also. Abraham did not know
that he was the City that he was looking for.
Religion misses the Truth because it is focused on Dogma and Rituals, which titillate the
carnal mind. The carnal (flesh) mind cannot receive this Spirit Truth. What I have attempted
to write in this treatise is foolish to the common senses’ carnal ‘I’ centered mind. Our heart
mind is virgin, reserved for Spirit thought. Can a virgin heart conceive without knowing a
man? Mary did. The promises of a Spiritual Life can only be experienced by receiving
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God’s sperma Word in your ‘virgin heart,’ which includes discovering that we had
actually received His Word (sperma) before our Earth experience. This is our
revelation of an event that took place in the higher realm of Heaven and was consummated
for us before we were born. Jesus said; “If thou canst Believe in your heart, that you have
already received, nothing shall be impossible to him who believeth.” Believing in the heart
happens when we believe, in our heart, that we have the Promise of Sonship and Oneness
with our Father, in His Kingdom, even before we heard.
Sarah was able to believe in her heart when she was 89 years old, and conceived Isaac.
Isaac means a ‘merry heart or laughter.’ Mary also conceived without knowing a man.
God is no respecter of persons; if Sarah and Mary can conceive, so can we. (The name
Mary in Hebrew is Miriam. Imagine with me that in her name “Mir” represents a mirror
plus “I am” = Miriam.) The image in a mirror is a good representation of how our righteous
relation allows us to be Father’s mirror image. Sarah and Mary conceived in their heart.
God’s Plan to change man’s flesh consciousness into a spiritual awareness is developed
through the Passover Pageant formula, which began 3500 years ago. On the tenth day of the
first month, Israel was instructed to select a lamb of the first year (a lamb which had not been
mated, a virgin). Exodus 12: 3, 4, 5; talks about A lamb, then about The lamb and finally
YOUR lamb. To get the message I am sharing, we must realize that the lamb is a symbol of
the ‘me’ person. If we don’t understand this here in Passover, it will be extremely difficult to
SEE that the Lamb in The Book of The Revelation, is also talking also about the ‘me’ lamb.
When you ‘get it’ we will thrill to hear the hosts of Heaven praying, “Worthy is the Lamb
that was slain to receive power, and riches, and wisdom….” (The Revelation 5:12). The Arnion
Lamb in The Revelation is the Body of Christ. You will get it. We must.
The Lamb identifies every natural born person who naturally ‘follows’ the natural DNA of
his/her Ancestry. You are aware that a lamb or sheep was created with out a guidance system
(no GPS); also it does not have a defense mechanism. The lamb is totally dependant on ‘a
Shepherd.’ As we apply these symbols to our own life in the natural, the human lamb’s
Shepherds are his parents. For the first six years of the child’s life, the sub conscious mind is
developed through observing his home environment and observing parental imaging, learning
‘how to cope in the world.’ Then the Educational System begins to educate the left brain
where the child learns language, numbers and reasoning. I have already hinted that God
designed the right brain mainly for Himself. More about that later. Imagine the benefits when
parents fill the little lambs’ super consciousness with Spirit Covenant Christ Truth as Mary.
SPIRIT: The Messiah Jesus Introduced a Dimension Never Heard Of Until Now
Fifteen hundred years after the first Passover, The Disciple/Apostle Simon Peter wrote,
“gird up the reproductive organs (the loins) of your mind.” It had to be the Holy Spirit Who
revealed this to Peter because at that time, no man knew that mankind had reproductive
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organs in the mind. That is what Moses was instructed to teach natural minded Israel; but
they did not know about the Spirit at that time. Paul taught that the natural carnal mind
could not understand the things of the Spirit. Jesus was the very first man who knew and
taught that God is Spirit and that mankind must WORSHIP God (worship means to know
the worth)… worship GOD in Spirit. Spirit is Truth. Truth is Spirit.
All those listed in Hebrews chapter 11 received an excellent score by faith; even Enoch; but
they all came short of The Greater Promise. Are you seeing that the Promise is our own
individual Spiritual Sonship, designed to give us the same status as Christ? That also includes
being the Tabernacle of God and knowing His Presence within our hearts. Another note:
Those great outstanding men and women of Faith cannot come to the perfection of the
Promise without us. God in His word is saying that the cloud of witnesses are extremely
interested in what God is doing in the Spiritual Church and that the Faith Company is doing
everything they can to encourage us to PUSH, as we are in labor, birthing our new man. They
will come into the Promise when we do. Think on these things and “ponder” them in your
heart. You may feel the babe leap in the ‘loins’ (womb) of your mind. May the importance of
Passover sink in.
Into Our River Came a New Word: QUANTUM
Quantum is a science but its means nothing to you until you are individually conscious of its
Reality. There have been many tributaries (through our journey) to enlarge our River
(Consciousness). In my mind the addition of Quantum to my consciousness has been as a
voice saying, “Come up higher.” Quantum is a higher personal consciousness than Science
heretofore has studied and is still researching, measuring and debating its true definition. My
question concerning Quantum was; “Is it Scriptural and can it be applied to our spiritual life?”
After searching for the spiritual personal application for my life, I would define Quantum this
way: Quantum describes the Place, the Secret Place, the Most Holy Place of Man's Heart.
Quantum is a unified Field of Magnetic Energy, giving definition to Man's Personal Potential
from “The Unlimited Field of Energy,” outside of time, a NOW ZONE, prepared by our
Creator God as His Tabernacle Home. Quantum is the Consciousness where everything and
everyone is ONE and where we all are ONE, expressing Father's Life as His ‘Man’-ifested
Son. Quantum is The Place and The Way that our Father relates to us; Spirit to Spirit; in a
perfect heart, righteous and completed. When we can see our self as He sees us we will be
like Him: entire, complete, perfect and whole. We will be like Him and He will be like us...
Because HE IS US. Since recorded history it has always been God's Plan to become a Man.
As the River flowed. We are all flowing like a River.
I had never been so interested in any subject before. I had written an article sometime before
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about the Hubble telescope being put into outer space. I had predicted that there would be a
parallel exploration and revelations about inner space. I imagined that quantum gave man
the best possibility for understanding how GOD HAD CREATED A HOLOGRAPHIC
UNIVERSE with innumerable galaxies and constellations and in His Creative Order designed
and formed the human body as a microcosm of the macro universes. He even reduced the
universe to be portrayed in the microscopic atom. Of all things, God is using science now to
explain the great mysteries of the Scriptures.
Quantum is the Consciousness where God becomes man and man becomes God, where the
male is female and the female is male, where the outside takes on the nature of the inside and
the inside is manifested as the outside, where the past is swallowed up by the now and the
future becomes part of the now; where God is all and at the same time, in all. It is the Kingdom
of Heaven within; it is where Jesus said we are from, of, and in. It is the dimension where our
citizenship is registered. Quantum is the dimension of the fourth man and is also the door to
other world dimensions. Quantum is where we all are quanta. wequanta.com Angelic operators
are waiting to take your call.
The Up and Down of ENTRAINMENT
We also explored the University Libraries to research Entrainment and found that God
designed the right side of our brain (the nephesh, female side) to entrain with the quantum
heart; God’s Peace Place Residence is in the Perfect Heart. His Plan allows the Presence of the
Government of God in man’s heart to communicate out of the believer to the world using
the language of the repentant submissive left brain. But it is not possible until the Ego Rule
of the left brain has embraced the provision of the Cross of Christ and accepted playing the
role of servant. Do you SEE the unique ability of God’s Plan? When the self-centered ‘I’ of
the left brain is committed to God’s Will, it is reduced to a little submissive ‘i,’ and then can
communicate the Love of God in the languages of the world. Then the Plan of God is
fulfilled in man. Then the Words are fulfilled; “It is the Father who doeth the work.” The
reason God so loves His world, is that He foresaw that He could use the competitive
frictions of opposites to give visibility to invisible Spirit in the three dimensional world.
WE ARE FLOWING INTO THE “SEE”… feel the difference.
When John, one of the inner circle disciples, was given the Revelation of Jesus Christ, after
the accounts of Christ’s interaction with the Seven Churches; in chapter four, he wrote that
the voice of a trumpet said, “Come up higher. And immediately I was in the spirit: and,
behold, a throne was set in heaven, and [one] sat on the throne. And before the throne [there
was] a Sea of Glass like unto crystal.” Here we find ourselves in the higher consciousness in
the Lamb, learning to SEE through a Sea of Glass clear as crystal. Two thirds of the Earth is
made up of water, or should I say waters: mainly pure, drinkable and undrinkable salt water.
The Bible records that our bodies were formed of the earth and our composition seems to
confirm it. Like the Earth, our bodies are two thirds water. It is interesting to note that the
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word “heaven” in Hebrew is “shmayin” which means “where the water is.” Webster
defines water as a chemical compound made up of one third hydrogen and two thirds
oxygen, the most abundant of all elements. Oxygen and water are necessary for physical
life. Hydrogen is the lightest of all known chemical elements, #1 on the Atomic scale in the
Periodic Chart. Since our true identity is Spirit, can we find a relationship to Hydrogen?
We are just entering a new Astronomic sign of Aquarius, where we are now identified with a
man, not a fish. We are leaving the sign of Pisces, which was 2,000 years of a divided church
history depicted by two fish swimming away from each other. The sign of Aquarius depicts a
man on one knee pouring water out of a water pot into the mouth of a single fish named
Australius. He is the same man who had a large upper room already prepared for Jesus to
introduce the True Passover Message to His disciples. We believe the Spirit has shown us that
the man, who had an upper room already prepared, is our new identity as the Man Child. We are
ascending into this new consciousness. We now are aware that we are the man who has an upper
room of higher consciousness already prepared in our hearts, who now has a new message that
the church is anxious to hear. Like Mary, we should “ponder” these things in our heart.”
The Sea in Scripture is a symbol or a parable, representing all of humanity. This is a new
opportunity of an old experience. We bring with us, from our individual ‘river’ experiences
all that Father has revealed to us in our journey. In the sea, we are allowed, as a mature Son,
to appreciate, what the masses see; now in our new “huios” mature Man Child nature we
see with humility and. The masses see themselves as victims of circumstances; but we are
given to understand and pour out the words of Creative Power in Father’s Kingdom of
Peace. “Blessed are the PEACE–‘MAKERS’: for they shall be called the children of God.
(Literally, the word children is huios, which means ‘Sons of GOD.’) The makers of peace
are we Sons; the “wequanta,” Sons of the unified Heart.
Moses found it necessary to put a veil (of flesh) on the Spiritual Message of God’s
Salvation, in order to control the rebellious carnal nation. The New Testament Covenant
reports that Christ rent and removed the veil of flesh, opening the eyes of believers to See
the Spirit of everything. Christ made it possible for us to see Our Father God as a
compassionate Loving God instead of the Commanding General Judge. Moses message
from the flesh viewpoint empowered the sensual mind to look on the outward appearances.
When Jesus rent the flesh veil, He empowered us to look upon the heart.
The least in the Kingdom of God are GREATER than religions’ leaders. In Romans 8; the
huiothesia Sons that all Creation is waiting for, are the Peace Makers. They are no longer
the Sons to be placed; we are the Sons who have been placed. When you ‘see’ this truth,
there will be nothing left to wait for. A “wee little” spiritual see is far greater than the Holy
See of religion. In God’s eyes and in His Kingdom we are the least who are proclaimed to
be the greatest. When we see where the real Power is, we delight in not being given
recognition.
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Isaiah prophesied “for unto us a child is born, unto us a Son is given… and His name shall
be called Wonderful; Counselor; The mighty God; The everlasting Father; The Prince of
Peace” (Isaiah 9:6). I believe the Names are a progressive revelation of our potential
growth experience in developing the nature of God, as our own nature. Notice: the name
above every other name is Prince of Peace. The Angels said; Glory to God, the Most High,
and Peace on Earth. The Father and all the Faithful Holy Ones of the Old Testament are
waiting expectantly for the Son Placing of those who are the Peace Makers. It is time for us
to ‘roll’, and to sing “when the roll is called up yonder,” we’ll be ‘here’ instead of ‘there.’
Remember; Christ was given a name above every name. Remember again; “As He is, so
are we, in this world.” We are the Peace Makers.
We can observe in ourselves the difference in the You or Me birthed into the Passover
principle. The Passover You is birthed out of the loins of the mind rather than the usual
human birth canal. The new You conceived in the loins of the mind by the “Word of God’
releases the ‘David’ power over the Goliath of the sensual flesh. The new creation man is
birthed into the glorious liberty of Spirit, with the creative mind of Christ. The major
difference between the natural born person and the spirit born person, is that the spirit born
person has more concern for others. The You living in the Spirit has an unusual interest in
others. The Christ Spirit loves others as self; and is gratified by seeing others get the glory.
Can the nations (natural ions of your spirit) be born in a day? YES; into the Day of the
Lord, where every day is the Lord’s day.
His Benjaminite parents likely named Saul of Tarsus after his ancestor, King Saul, who was
of stature a head taller than his peers. Saul of Tarsus had risen to be the Chief Prosecutor of
the Temple Guard in Jerusalem, positionally, a big man; but when he learned the truth of
where the greater power lies; he changed his name to Paul, which means little or least.
I’ve noticed about the Sea; the tide comes in every day. We are going to attempt to put up,
on our website www.wequanta.com, a note in a bottle, every time the Spirit allows us to
find the bottle in the surf. We anticipate accumulating the messages for a monthly
newsletter as the Spirit continues to bless us. We are among men the most privileged.
Blessed are the Pure in Heart for they shall ‘see’ the invisible God.
Shalom, Rudy and the gang, namely Polly and Dianne
P.S. The Crystal River articles 1 through 16, narrated by a professional voice, are now available.
You may receive one audio CD for a gift of any amount, or the entire package of 16 audio CD’s
for a gift of $100, which includes shipping and carrying case for all. To order your CD’s, call
Rudy Jones: 1-864-862-3360, or you can write Rudy Jones at the address below.
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